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OBVIOUS ADVANTAGES TO THE DEVELOPER ARE:
 
 
 
 

INTRODUCTION:
I am delighted to add the The NIBE F730 Exhaust Air Energy Recycling System for Heating, Hot 
Water and Ventilation to the RBSi port folio of products and where suitable it eliminates the need for 
a district heating plant room with Gas boilers, or Solar/CHP or Geothermal Heat Pumps to meet Part 
L compliance.
 
NIBE manufacturing facility is in Sweden and has been a pioneer of heat pump technology for over 
40 years. Apart from delivering the perfect indoor environment, Exhaust Air Heat Pumps (EAHP) 
contribute the necessary renewable energy for Part L compliance making them ideal for modern 
apartment blocks or small homes.
 
The F730 provides an All In One solution delivering Heating, Hot Water and Controlled Mechanical 
Ventilation in a beautifully designed Appliance like product making it a seamless integration into a 
kitchen or utility room.
 
The F730 negates the significant expense of centralised or district heating, and also gives much 
higher efficiencies and lower running costs as there are no heat losses.
Another problem solved is there is no requirement for separate billing and collection of fees for the 
heating meter.
 
Additional car parking or even living space is also released where the central heating plant room 
would have been placed.
 

An Exhaust Air Heat Pump is basically an energy recycling system. It collects energy from the 
warm inside air as it leaves your home via the ventilation system, and re-uses it to heat your 
radiators / UFH and Tap Water

• PART L COMPLIANCE MADE EASY
• PLUG & PLAY HEATING AND VENTILATION 

SYSTEM
• NO CIVIL WORKS
• NO PIPE DISTRIBUTION FROM GROUND 

LEVEL
• NO GAS / NO CHP
• NO ENERGY LOSSES = LOW RUNNING COST
• NO GEOTHERMAL HEAT PUMPS
• NO BUFFER TANKS

• NO BORE HOLES
• NO PLANT ROOM  MAINTENANCE
• NO METERING
• NO BILLING
• NO CONSTRUCTION DELAYS
• INCREASED SITE SAFETY
• PLANT ROOM SPACE NOW USABLE FOR CAR 

PARKING OR LIVING
• REDUCED DEVELOPMENT COSTS = HUGE 

SAVINGS

WHY THROW OUT OLD ENERGY  
WHEN YOU CAN RECYCLE IT INSTEAD?



NIBE Fighter 730P benefits to the builder/user
 

1. All in one heating, hot water and ventilation package in 
a single manufactured unit with a footprint of 600mm 
x 600mm.

2. The ventilated air within the building becomes the 
energy source for the heat pump and when needed it 
has the ability to use supplementary outside air when 
the demand is higher. This now becomes one of the 
first hybrid, exhaust air and air to water heat pump in 
the market.

3. The applications for this technology are:
 

SOCIAL HOUSING: 
 

One of the most important aspects of modern houses 
is indoor air quality where ventilation is needed to 
eliminate the build up of mould and dampness. 
Stand alone ventilation systems are usually installed in 
the attic and are rarely or never maintained properly. 
In some cases these are turned off by the tenant and 
this will result in the reduction of the indoor air quality 
and the increase greatly the accumulation of mould 
and dampness. 
With NIBE F730 Exhaust Air technology the ventilation 
air is the primary source of energy for the heat pump 
and therefore cannot be turned off as the heating and 
hot water will not work without it. The ventilation 
system is built in to the top of the unit making it very 
accessible from a maintenance point of view.

 
 

APARTMENT BLOCKS:
The NIBE F730 Exhaust Air Heating system eliminates 
the need for a district heating plant room with Gas 
boilers, Solar/CHP combination to meet Part L 
compliance, which then requires a metering and billing 
system.
Obvious advantages to the developer is minimal civil 
works, minimised mechanical installation, additional 
use of space in the basement as Car Parking or Living, 
no disruption to project commencement while plant 
room is being constructed.

 

NIBE Fighter 730P benefits to the builder/user
 

1. All in one heating, hot water and ventilation 
package in a single manufactured unit with a 
footprint of 600mm x 600mm.

2. The ventilated air within the building becomes the 
energy source for the heat pump and when 
needed it has the ability to use supplementary 
outside air when the demand is higher. This now 
becomes one of the first hybrid, exhaust air and air 
to water heat pump in the market.

3. Low Running Cost

ADDITIONAL APPLICATION - SOCIAL HOUSING
 
One of the most important aspects of modern houses is indoor air quality where ventilation is needed to 
eliminate the build up of mould and dampness. 
 
Stand alone ventilation systems are usually installed in the attic and are rarely or never maintained 
properly. In some cases these are turned off by the tenant and this will result in the reduction of the indoor 
air quality and the increase greatly the accumulation of mould and dampness. 
 
With NIBE F730 Exhaust Air technology the ventilation air is the primary source of energy for the heat pump 
and therefore cannot be turned off as the heating and hot water will not work without it. The ventilation 
system is built in to the top of the unit making it very accessible from a maintenance perspective.

 
APARTMENTS / NEW BUILD  

For  an exhaust  air  heat  pump to  work,  the necessary ventilation  
system has to be constructed at the same time as the house itself. 
It is neither cost-effective nor practical to install an exhaust air 
system after the house has been built. 

Building a new house or developing new apartments?
Choose an exhaust air  heat pump at the planning stage and the  
necessary ventilation ducts will be included in your home’s design. 
When your house is ready and the exhaust air heat pump is installed, 
you can start to enjoy the most efficient indoor heat recycling on the 
market. Fresh warm air will flow into your home, hot water will run 
from your taps and your energy bills will be a fraction of the usual 
amount!

-

An exhaust air pump is an absolute must for newly built, well-insulated
houses. For a very reasonable investment, it gives you correct ventilation 
and the lowest possible energy consumption per square metre.

WHY CHOOSE A NIBE EXHAUST AIR HEAT PUMP?



HOW DO EXHAUST AIR HEAT 
PUMPS WORK?  
An exhaust air heat pump extracts air via ventilation ducts positioned 
in the wet rooms of the house such as bathrooms, kitchens* and 
utility rooms.  

On its way out of the house, heat is extracted from the old air and 
transferred into the heat pump’s refrigerant circuit. The cooled air is 

then discharged. Meanwhile, the vapour compression cycle of the 
heat pump raises the temperature of the refrigerant and transfers 
the extracted heat into a water-based system that can either warm 
the domestic hot water or heat the building, or both.

An exhaust air heat pump can cover the heating requirements of a 
well-insulated house in all but the coldest conditions. When working 
efficiently, it can reduce your home’s energy consumption for heat-
ing by up to 50% when compared to conventional heating systems. 

The exhaust air heat pump also works well in conjunction with an 
underfloor heating system to give you a comfortable indoor tem-
perature, low running costs, a long service life and minimal main-
tenance.

House with exhaust air 
system and NIBE F730.



WHY CHOOSE A NIBE EXHAUST AIR HEAT PUMP?
HERE ARE THREE GOOD REASONS!
Cut your electricity bills dramatically
Instead of letting the energy you’ve already paid for escape via 
ventilation ducts along with used inside air, it makes perfect sense 
to recapture that energy and use it again. 

Depending on the model you choose and the size of your home, 
savings achieved from installing an exhaust air heat pump can 
be as high as 50%. So you only pay half or even less of the cost 
of heating and hot water compared with a conventional electric 
boiler with mechanical exhaust air ventilation. 

Reduce environmental impact
By extracting existing energy from your home and reusing it to 
heat up the tap water and the radiators, an exhaust air heat pump 
leads to much lower CO 2 emissions. What’s more, NIBE’s exhaust 
air heat pump can be connected to a solar energy system such as 
solar panels on the roof of your home. This means you can take 
advantage of completely free energy from the sun, without be-
ing fully dependent upon it.

Meet new building regulations
Install a NIBE exhaust air heat pump in your home and it will be 
well equipped to meet current and future building regulations. In 
some parts of Europe, stringent rules concerning domestic ener -
gy efficiency and ventilation in newly built homes already apply. 
These are likely to get stricter and eventually become standard-
ised across the continent. 



SEAMLESS INTEGRATION INTO UTILITY ROOM

NIBE EXHAUST AIR 9

– Get a complete all-in-one system that provides 
heating, ventilation and hot water

– A complete exhaust air ‘package’ which includes 
every single component, down to the last screw 
or valve. It’s convenient for the installer and cost-
effective for you.

– The whole system has been designed to work 
and look good together.

– You don’t need a large utility room to install a 
NIBE exhaust air heat pump. A NIBE exhaust air 

MORE GOOD REASONS TO INSTALL 
A NIBE EXHAUST AIR HEAT PUMP

heat pump has normal dimensions (approximate)
60cm x 62.5cm x 210cm).

– Your home is continually, automatically ventilated
without becoming cold. There’s no need to 
‘air’ the rooms.

– You avoid all the problems associated with 
damp. Houses that have an exhaust air heat 
pump, and hence a good ventilation system, 
stay dry and healthy.
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Efficiency gains
Designed  for  connection  to  a  heat  distribution  system  such  as  
radiators, convectors and/or underfloor heating, our new genera

-
tion of exhaust air heat pumps offer astonishing savings and big 
environmental benefits.

They  reduce  your  energy  consumption  even  more  than  earlier  
models. Further reducing CO 2  emissions as well as energy costs, 
this efficiency gain is good news for home-owners and the envi

-
ronment.

Colour display
A large, easy-to-read multicolour display features clear informa -
tion about status, operation time and all temperatures in the heat 
pump; an easily navigated control unit enables users to get the 
best performance out of the heat pump and maintain a comfort -
able indoor temperature at all times.

User convenience
Any heat pump model which features an integrated water heater 
gives you efficient water heating and plentiful hot water, and has 
a thick a layer of  Neopore insulation to prevent heat loss.

You can save even more energy by scheduling your heat  pump 
to provide for the varying energy needs of your household, on a 
daily, weekly or longer term basis. 

A NEW GENERATION OF  
EXHAUST AIR HEAT PUMPS 

NIBE has been steadily developing heat pump technology over many years, leading 
to increasingly sophisticated, energy-efficient products. However, we understand 
that our customers want neat, efficient solutions that are practically ‘plug & play’. 
So while our products have become more sophisticated, we’ve also made them 
simpler to install and use.

NIBE heat pumps feature 
large, easy-to-read multi-
colour displays.

User-friendliness
Our  new generation  of  heat  pumps  has  an  intuitive  interface,  which  
benefits both the end user and the installer. For example, an automati -
cally activated guide leads you through the set-up process quickly and 
correctly.  There  is  a  help  function  for  more  information  about  each  
function,  and an alarm which highlights  problems and suggests  how 
to solve them. The inclusion of USB ports make software updates and 
operating data downloads quick and simple to perform.



F730P

SHORTLISTED
 
INNOVATIVE 

HEATING PRODUCT 
OF THE YEAR

EXHAUST AIR HEAT PUMP

Contact: 
UNIPIPE (IRL) LTD
40 Southern Cross Business Park
Boghall Road
Bray, Co Wicklow
Ph: 01 286 4888
E:   info@unipipe.ie
 

FREEDOM – ANYWHERE, ANY TIME
NIBE UPLINKTM

 

• NIBE introducing a new, efficient tool that gives you quick 
and easy control over your property’s heat pump - wher -
ever you are.

• A web interface over the Internet offers you an instant 
view of e.g the temperature and current status of the 
heat pump in your property. 

• Provides the benefit of external monitoring for several  
properties at the same time.

• Clear, easy way of monitoring and controlling heating and 
water temperatures for maximum comfort. 

• In the unlikely event of a system malfunction you receive 
an alarm directly in your mail, allowing you to respond in 
the fastest possible time.

• Simple installation with a “click” of an ethernet cable.

• Provides logging of heat pump parametres presented in a 
user-friendly history chart.

New 
• API functionality for external integration of e.g  

home management systems and BMS 
• NIBE Uplink app for compatible smart phones

Using the Internet and NIBE Uplink you can get a quick overview and the present 
status of your heat pump and the heating in your property. You get a good over -
all view where you can follow and control your heating and hot water produc-
tion. If your system is affected by an operational disturbance you receive an alert 
via e-mail that allows you to react quickly.

NIBE Uplink also gives you the opportunity to control comfort in your property 
no matter where you are. We call it NIBE freedom.



NIBE EXHAUST AIR HEAT PUMP 
INSTALLED IN YOUR HOME

Three functions in one:
HEATING, DOMESTIC HOT WATER 
AND VENTILATION  
All these functions are provided by your  
NIBE exhaust air heat pump. Water-borne  
distribution of heating takes place via  
radiators and/or an underfloor heating system.

Zero visual impact:
TECHNICAL INSTALLATION ALL INDOORS
Since 100% of the technical installation is inside 
the actual house, there is no visible evidence in 
your garden. 

Discreet design:
NEUTRAL APPEARANCE,  
ADAPTED TO ANY INTERIOR
An attractive but discreet design makes our
exhaust air heat pumps easy to place in your
home. Since the design is pleasing to the eye,  
it can even be positioned in a more visible area.

Outdoor sensor:
MINIMISES WASTE AND ENSURES  
ECONOMICAL OPERATION OF THE HEAT PUMP
A sensor placed on an exterior house wall reports 
the outdoor temperature to your heat pump so 
that it can vary output in relation to need.

Compatibility: 
CONNECTS EASILY WITH  
OTHER ENERGY SOURCES
When you need an additional energy source, your 
NIBE exhaust air heat pump can be hooked up to. 
district heating, gas boiler or a wood fired boiler.

The illustration on this page shows some of the many advantages 
you  get  from installing  an  exhaust  air  heat  pump in  your  home.  
However, the different heat pump models do vary, so for specific 
functions and features of all NIBE exhaust air heat pumps. 

Ventilation:
TWO WAYS OF VENTILATING YOUR HOME 
In some cases, fresh air is supplied directly from 
wall vents, which is both energy-efficient and 
quiet.  Alternatively fresh air can first be directed 
into the heat pump to be heated up before distri -
bution. This ensures an even temperature.

Two air sources:
FOR EVEN GREATER SAVINGS
Some heat pump models (such as the NIBE 
F730/F750) can combine exhaust air and outdo -
or air. With this volume of air in the heat pump 
it’s possible to have a larger, more powerful 
compressor, and deliver even greater savings.

Solar energy:
ALMOST EMISSION FREE
Your exhaust air heat pump can be complemented 
with a green energy source such as solar or wind 
power. 

NIBE™ SMS 40
REMOTE CONTROL
With SMS 40 you can control your heat pump 
remotely via your mobile phone to do things like 
increasing the temperature at home on the way 
back from your holiday. Works with exhaust air 
heat pumps NIBE F370, NIBE F470, NIBE F750, 
NIBE FLM + NIBE F1245.

NIBE™ ECS 40
DISTRIBUTE HEAT TO MORE THAN ONE SYSTEM
Using the ECS 40 accessory, you can choose to 
share the heat from your heat pump with up to 
four different heating systems. This is the ideal 
solution if  you have underfloor heat ing on the 
ground floor and radiators upstairs. Works with 
exhaust  air  heat pumps NIBE F370, NIBE F470, 
NIBE F750, NIBE FLM + NIBE F1245.



EFFICIENT AND USER-FRIENDLY 
EXHAUST AIR HEAT PUMPS

We’ve highlighted some of the key features of our new generation 
exhaust  air  heat  pumps  below.  Thanks  to  a  combination  of  ad -
vanced engineering  and numerous  efficiency  enhancing  features,  
NIBE F750 gives you unrivalled annual average energy savings and  

maintains a comfortable indoor climate all year round, regardless of 

the weather.

You don’t need to be a technical genius to make these heat pumps 
work for you. A large, easy-to-read multi-colour display gives eve -
ryone the chance to maximise the energy saving potential of this  
green technology.

Modular design
FOR EASY ADDITION OF ACCESSORIES
This heat pump and its accessories are designed 
to be placed together and create a streamlined 
appearance. Whether you choose a cabinet 
to hide the ventilation pipes or a separate VPB 
storage tank to supply more hot water,  the 
overall effect is that of a single, neat system.

Insulation of the hot water tank
MINIMISES HEAT LOSS AND SAVES MONEY
An extra thick and efficient layer of insulating 
material made of Neopore retains the heat 
inside the tank, which in turn saves you money.

Low energy circulation pump
REDUCES ENERGY CONSUMPTION  
AND COSTS
Steered by software in the heat pump, the 
speed of the circulation pumps changes in 
accordance with the building’s energy requi -
rements and the outdoor temperature.This is 
highly economical as it means only the correct 
amount of energy is produced.

Well-structured interior
REDUCING THE NEED FOR A USER MANUAL
Our heat pumps come with a user manual 
handily positioned in a special pocket inside the 
aluminium door. However, installers will find 
that the inside of the heat pump is so neatly 
and clearly organised that they hardly ever 
need to refer to the manual.



INDOOR CLIMATE HOT WATER

HEAT PUMP INFO

INDOOR CLIMATE 1

temperature

scheduling   set

advanced 

THE DISPLAY

Colour display 
FOR A QUICK OVERVIEW OF OPERATION
The unique colour display shows four icons representing the house tem -
perature, the heat pump, hot water and “information”. You can choose
to see selected icons when the aluminium door of the heat pump is closed.

User interface
MAKING IT EASY TO GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR HEAT PUMP
Open the aluminium door and select which one of the four areas you want
to view in more depth. With just three commands to choose from – select,
return and scroll – navigation could not be more straight forward. 
Behind this simple exterior lies a sophisticated control system, enabling
you to adjust the climate in your home, boost hot water capacity, switch to 
economy mode before a weekend away, and much more.

Start-up guide
FOR EASY COMMISSIONING 
The start-up guide on the display is automatically activated during installation.
It poses a series of questions such as which language should be used and
which, if any, accessories will be hooked up to the heat pump. In this way, the
installer is guided quickly and correctly through the set-up process.

USB ports
FOR UPLOADING AND  
DOWNLOADING DATA
Having USB ports gives several advan -
tages. For example, home-owners can 
download historic operating data onto 
a memory stick and give it to their local 
NIBE specialist, eliminating the need for a 
home visit.

Exterior design
AN ATTRACTIVE PIECE OF  
EQUIPMENT IN YOUR HOME
The main body of the heat pump is plain 
white, which means it fits into your utility 
room without any problem. There are also 
attractive design details such as brushed 
aluminium flap door with a window 
through which the digital display is visible.

Low energy fan
FURTHER REDUCES POWER 
CONSUMPTION 
At NIBE we design and build heat pumps 
with the aim of maximising energy sav -
ings. The choice of a low energy fan in the 
ventilation unit is one more example of 
this principle at work. 

Powerful, inverter controlled 
compressor
LARGER CAPACITY AND GREATER 
EFFICIENCY
An inverter controlled compressor increases 
heat pump capacity at the same time as the 
efficiency level is improved, because it only 
generates energy when it is required. The 
heat pump can cool ventilation air to very 
low temperatures, reclaiming the maximum 
amount of energy from exhaust air.

The design of the hot water tank
FOR ECONOMIC HOT WATER PRODUC-
TION WITH HIGH EFFICIENCY
The hot water is heated by a heating coil, 
which gives fast and efficient hot water 
charging.

flow tempe rature °C

outdoor temp. °C



NIBE™ F370/F470

*A20(12) exhaust air flow 150 m 3/h (42 l/s) **EN14511, A20(12)W35 at 252 m 3/h,min. compressor speed. ***Value varies, as it is 
dependent on the energy demand and exhaust air volume flow.

NIBE F370 NIBE F470

Capacity hot water heating at 40° 
normal comfort EN16147* 217 litres

Shower minutes (10 litres/min) approx. 22 min

Specified heating output 2,18 kW

COP** 3,93

Output immersion heater 9 kW

Corrosion protection Stainless steel/Copper
/Enamel Stainless steel/Copper

Energy efficiency class 35/55 °C product label A+/A+

Energy efficiency class 35/55 °C package label A+/A+

Energy efficiency class/Load profile for water heating A/L

Savings/year*** 6 500 – 9 300 kWh

Height/Width/Depth 2100/600/615 mm

Weight 203 kg 218 kg
 A+

Energy efficiency class package label  
for NIBE F370/F470

NIBE EXHAUST 
AIR HEAT PUMPS PRODUCT RANGE

NIBE F370/F470 provides you with cost-effective and environmentally friendly domestic heating. It 
features  an  integrated  water  heater,  immersion  heater,  low energy  circulation  pump and  control  
system to ensure reliable and economical operation. The built-in water heater is insulated with envi -
ronmentally friendly thermal insulating material which minimises heat loss. 

NIBE F370,  equipped  with  a  low energy  ventilation  fan,  ventilates  your  home by  the  exhaust  air  
method. Air is conveyed from rooms with outdoor air diffusers to rooms with exhaust air diffusers - 
ventilating the whole building. 
NIBE F470, equipped with two low energy fans, ventilates your home with a combination of exhaust 
air extraction and heated supply air. Exhaust air is drawn out from the house and supply air is drawn 
in through a duct in the exterior wall. When supply air passes through the heat pump, it is heated up 
and diffused to the chosen rooms as needed.

NIBE F370/F470 can be connected to any low temperature distribution system such as water-based 
radiators or underfloor heating. It is also prepared for connection to several external products and ac-
cessories such as an extra water heater. 

NIBE F110 is a heat pump that works with exhaust air, outdoor air or the surrounding air. The integrated 
water heater  is  insulated with environmentally friendly,  recyclable cellular  plastic for  minimal heat  
loss.  Energy is recovered from the air using the heat pump and is supplied to the water heater, 
where the domestic hot water is heated. With exhaust air installation the unit also ventilates the 
house. Scheduling of hot water, and ventilation if applicable, as well as holiday mode.

NIBE™F110

NIBE F110

Volume hot water heater 265 litres

Capacity hot water heating at 40° normal comfort EN16147* 365 litres

Shower minutes (10 litres/min) approx. 36 min

Energy efficiency class/Load profile for water heating A/XL

Height/Width/Depth 2030-2060/600/605 mm

Weight 144 kg

Energy efficiency class product label 
for NIBE F110



NIBE™ F730/F750

NIBE F730 NIBE F750 

Capacity hot water heating at 40° 
normal comfort EN16147* 206 litre 206 litre

Shower minutes (10 litres/min) 18 – 22 min

Specified heating output 1,0 - 6,0 kW

COP** 5,7 4,72

Output immersion heater 0,5 – 6,5 kW

Corrosion protection Copper/Enamel Stainless steel/Copper/
Enamel

Energy efficiency class 35/55 °C  
product label A++/A++

Energy efficiency class 35/55 °C  
package label* A+++/A++

Energy efficiency class/Load profile 
for water heating A/L

Savings/year*** 8 900 – 16 600 kWh 8 900 – 16 200 kWh

Height/Width/Depth 2000-2025/600/610 mm 2100-2125/600/610 mm

Weight 207 kg 235 kg

*20(12) exhaust air flow F750: 150 m 3/h, F730: 180 m 3/h **EN14511, A20(12)W35 at 252 m 3/h,min. compressor speed. 
***Value varies, as it is dependent on the energy demand and exhaust air volume flow.

 A+++

Energy efficiency class package label  
for NIBE F730/F750, +35°C

NIBE F730/F750 have been introduced to supply your home with inexpensive and environmen -
tally friendly heating. Heat production is  safe and economical with integrated hot water heater, 
immersion heater,  circulation pump and control  system. The heat  pump can be connected to 
an optional low temperature heat  distribution system. e.g. radiators, convectors or underfloor 
heating. It is also prepared for connection to several different accessories, for example climate 
systems with different temperatures.

NIBE F730/F750 has a large, powerful compressor that can meet the energy needs of a property 
of up to 200 m². As the compressor is inverter-controlled, operation is very economical and the 
heat output is two or even three times higher than for conventional exhaust air models. 

NIBE F730/F750 has an innovative colour display with simple menus and clear symbols that make 
it easy for you to control consumption and monitor run time, or create your own personal set -
tings. The heat pump is equipped with an attractive, stylish aluminium cover. It also has a USB 
port that makes it easy to update software and download operating data.

NIBE EXHAUST 
AIR HEAT PUMPS PRODUCT RANGE



NIBE™FLM-modul + 
NIBE™F1255 

* Value varies, as it is dependent on the energy demand and exhaust air volume flow.

NIBE F1255 

Capacity hot water heating at 40° 
normal comfort EN16147 240 litre

Shower minutes (10 litres/min) approx. 24 min

Compressor Inverter controlled

SCOPEN14825 cold climate, 35 °C, F1255-6/12/16 5,5/5,4/5,5

Output immersion heater 6,5 – 9 kW

Corrosion protection Copper

Energy efficiency class 35/55 °C product label A++/A++

Energy efficiency class 35/55 °C package label A+++/A+++

Energy efficiency class/Load profile for water heating A/XL

Savings/year* 9 500 – 30 000 kWh

Height/Width/Depth 2100/600/625 mm

Weight 245 kg

NIBE™ERS 10-500/
ERS 20-250 + 

NIBE™F1255 

NIBE ERS is a heat recovery ventilation unit equipped with a counter flow heat exchanger with highest 
temperature efficiency. The ventilation unit is equipped with supply and extract fans with energy saving 
EC motors.

NIBE ERS is delivered with the following:
- Counter flow heat exchanger

- Energy saving fans

- EC motors

- F7 filter on supply air side and G4 filter on exhaust air side

Enjoy extra savings when you combine an advanced ground source heat  pump with an exhaust  air  
module. Developed to work with NIBE ground source heat pumps, the NIBE FLM exhaust air module 
recycles mechanical exhaust air, improving your indoor air quality at the same time as reducing your 
heating  costs.  Developed to  work  with  NIBE ground source  heat  pumps,  the  NIBE FLM exhaust  air  
module recycles mechanical exhaust air, improving indoor air quality while reducing heating costs. It 
has an integrated adjustable low energy fan to give you the amount of ventilation you need. Everything 
is displayed on the heat pump display and can be centrally controlled, helping you optimise energy sav -
ings. The module can be fitted directly to the heat pump or hung on the wall.

Combine with a NIBE F1255, a highly advanced ground source heat pump which includes an integrated 
hot water heater, immersion heater, low energy circulation pumps and a control system. Suitable for 
connection to a heat distribution system such as radiators, convectors or underfloor heating, the F1255 
produces heat safely and economically. NIBE F1255 is equipped with a control unit to ensure you always 
have a comfortable temperature in your home. Clear information about status, operation time and all 
temperatures in the heat pump are shown on the large and easy-to-read display, eliminating the need 
for external unit thermometers.

NIBE™F1255 

NIBE EXHAUST 
AIR HEAT PUMPS PRODUCT RANGE



LEK

Accumulator tank with water heater
NIBE AHPS 300 (for NIBE F730/F750)
NIBE AHPS is  a  new series  of  accumulator  tank.  
AHPS is a “technology tank”, a tank with a little 
more flexibility.  NIBE AHPS has a solar coil  and a 
combined preand post-heating coil for hot water 
production. NIBE AHPS have the same type of exte-
rior which gives a modern-looking installation.
Docking kit SCA 41/42 is required for F750.
Docking kit SCA 43 is required for F730.

NIBE™ VPB 200
A  separate  storage  tank  that  you  can  connect  to  
your system. It provides the hot water you need, or 
boosts the capacity of an existing system.
NIBE VPB is  the  new generation  of  accumulator  
tank.  Dock  the  accumulator  with  other  systems,  
such as the NIBE F730/F750 heat pump.
Docking kit DEW 40 is required for F750.
Docking kit DEW 41 is required for F730.

NIBE™ VPBS 300
NIBE  VPBS  is  a  new  type  of  water  heater  for  con -
necting to and combining with heat pumps and solar 
panels. Best combined with NIBE F730/F750.

LEK

NIBE™ EME 10
EME 10 is used to optimise the use of solar generated
electricity. Depending on the menu selection, the user
can select whether the room temperature and / or hot
water are to be affected by the function.

Measurement kit for solar generated electricity

ACCESSORIES

For a neater installation 

Supply air module

Control the heat pump from your mobile phone

The convenient way to read your heat pump

Distribute heat to more than one system

Connect the heat pump to other heat sources

NIBE™ SAM 40/41
NIBE  SAM  40/41  is  a  supply  air  module  specially  
developed  for  houses  with  supply  and  exhaust  air  
systems. Works with NIBE F750.

NIBE™ SMS 40 and Mobile App
Control your NIBE Heat pump from your pocket. Turn 
on the heat on your way home or check your indoor 
climate from anywhere in the world..
NIBE Mobile App Requirements 
NIBE  F1145,  F1245,  F370,  F730,  F470  or  F750  
(firmware  version  1177 or  higher)  together  with 
NIBE SMS 40 (version 33 or higher recommended) 
and an Android mobile phone.

NIBE™ RMU 40
With this handy remote control unit positioned in 
your hallway, kitchen or wherever you want to put 
it, you can keep in touch with what’s happening at 
the heat pump and change the most common set-
tings remotely. Works with exhaust air heat pumps 
NIBE F370, NIBE F470, NIBE F750, NIBE FLM + NIBE 
F1245.

NIBE™ ECS 40/ECS 41
ECS is used when a heat pump (NIBE F370/F470/
F750) is installed in houses with up to four different 
climate systems that require different flow line tem-
peratures. For example, in cases where the house 
has both a radiator system and an underfloor hea-
ting system.
ECS 40 is used for floor heating < 80 m².
ECS 41 is used for floor heating > 80 m².

NIBE™ Solar 41 
NIBE SOLAR 41 offers solar heating when connec-
ted to NIBE F370/F470. Enjoy a complete solar hea-
ting system with additional solar panels and UKVS 
230.

NIBE™ MCU 10 - Multi charging unit
This accessory is used in NIBE Solar package with 
NIBE F370/F470/F730/F750. 

NIBE™ SPS 10 - Solar pump station
NIBE SPS 10 is a complete solar pump station for 
installation together with solar panels. Used in NIBE 
Solar package with NIBE F370/F470/F730/F750. 

NIBE™ SCA 40/43 - Solar accessory 
For solar connection and large hot water demand. 
SCA 40 together with NIBE F750 and VPBS 300.
SCA 43 together with NIBE F730 and VPBS 300.

Complement with solar energy

NIBE™ DEH 40/41 - Docking kit
There are separate docking kits available for con-
necting other heat sources to the heat pump (NIBE 
F370/F470).
DEH 40 /Docking kit wood/oil/pellets.
DEH 41 /Docking kit gas

NIBE™ Modbus 40 - Communication module
Control and monitor heat pumps (NIBE F370/F470/
F750).

Control the heat pump externally

NIBE™ UKVS 230 
NIBE UKVS 230 is an accumulator tank with coil for 
solar panels. NIBE UKVS 230 is intended to be used 
for heat storage when a smaller heat pump is docked 
with solar panels. It is also possible to dock another 
heat source. 

Accumulator tank

NIBE™ Cabinet
Hide unsightly ventilation pipes inside this specially 
designed cabinet. 
Upper cabinets for room heights up to 2400 mm, 
2500 mm and from 2550 - 2800 mm.



 A+++
Energy efficiency class package label (35 °C) 

NIBE™F1255

Type 1,5–6 kW 3–12 kW 4–16 kW
Nominal heating output (P designh )35 °C/55 °C (kW) 6/6 12/12 16/16

SCOP EN14825 cold climate/average climate, 35 °C 5.5/5.2 5,4/5,2 5.5/5.2

Energy efficiency class 35/55 °C product label A++/A++ A++/A++ A++/A++

Energy efficiency class 35/55 °C package label A+++/A+++ A+++/A+++ A+++/A+++

Energy efficiency class / Load profile for water heating A/XL A/XL A/XL

NIBE™F110

Type of installation Exhaust air Outdoor air Surrounding air

Specified output according to EN16147 (kW) 1,32 1) 1,08 2) 1,32 1)

COP EN 16147 2,89 2,36 3,27

Energy efficiency class / Load profile for water heating A/XL

1) at 180 m 3/h and 20 °C air temperature
2) at 250 m 3/h and 7 °C air temperature

Efficiency class hot water - NIBE F110

 A+
Energy efficiency class package label (35 °C) - NIBE F470 with radiator or underfloor heating system

NIBE™F470

Nominal heating output (P designh ) (kW) 3

SCOP EN14825 cold climate/average climate, 35 °C 3,7/3,6

Energy efficiency class 35/55 °C product label A+/A+

Energy efficiency class 35/55 °C package label A+/A+

Energy efficiency class / Load profile for water heating A/L

 A+

NIBE™F370

Nominal heating output (P designh ) (kW) 3

SCOP EN14825 cold climate/average climate, 35 °C 3,6/3,4

Energy efficiency class 35/55 °C product label A+/A+

Energy efficiency class 35/55 °C package label A+/A+

Energy efficiency class / Load profile for water heating A/L

Energy efficiency class package label (35 °C) - NIBE F370 with radiator or underfloor heating system

 A+++
Energy efficiency class package label (35 °C) - NIBE F750 with underfloor heating system

NIBE™F750 

Nominal heating output (P designh ) (kW) 5

SCOP EN14825 cold climate/average climate, 35 °C 4,7/4,5

Energy efficiency class 35/55 °C product label A++/A++

Energy efficiency class 35/55 °C package label A+++/A++

Energy efficiency class / Load profile for water heating A/L

 A+++
Energy efficiency class package label (35 °C) - NIBE F730 with underfloor heating system

NIBE™F730 

Nominal heating output (P designh ) (kW) 5

SCOP EN14825 cold climate/average climate, 35 °C 4,7/4,5

Energy efficiency class 35/55 °C product label A++/A++

Energy efficiency class 35/55 °C package label A+++/A++

Energy efficiency class / Load profile for water heating A/L

OVERVIEW ENERGY EFFICIENCY CLASS

FROM 26TH SEPTEMBER 2015, all heat pumps designed for installa-
tions up to 70 kW must display an energy label of the type that we 
are used to seeing on TVs, refrigerators, etc. The purpose is to enable 
the consumer to compare the energy efficiency of products. G indi-

cates the least efficient performance and A+++ the most efficient. 
This is all part of EU Directive 2010/30/EU that sets higher demands 
on drastically lowering the emission levels and energy consumption.
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Boghall Road,
Bray,
County Wicklow

ENERGY FOR LIFE
We’ve been designed and developed for you and your home. No matter what type 
of house you have or what your energy requirements are, we’ll give you the perfect 

indoor climate. Year in and year out. We’re a smart family, packed with technical inno-
vations that you can easily control as and when you want. Keep tabs on us or tell us 

what to do through your mobile phone or tablet. From your office or hammock.
Our long experience and thousands of hours spent on development are reflected in  

our extensive range of products. 

You can find out more about the NIBE family and other innovations at nibe.eu


